













































See  story 
on page 
S. 







By Pamela Cornelison 




 how Dr. Gary 
Graham and the members of 
the 
Student Health Advisory 
:onimittee  (SHA(:) feel 
about  
( aham's not being 
hired as a 
hill -time 
physician
 for SJSU's 
Health  Service Department 
At yesterday's meeting, SHAG 
members discussed their course 
of action in protest to the dec 
sion not to 
hire  Graham. 
Graham, a contract physician 
for SJSU 
Health  Services 
since  
spring 
1992,  said he 
was  among 
four finalists for a 
permanent  
position he was 
assured  was his 
 at least 
until  Aug. 14, when 
he was told 
he had not 
been  
selected. 
In an open letter
 to Health 
Service Department 
students 





By Daphne Dick 
Spartan
 'Daily Staff Writer 
Rebates 
and  discounts on textbook 
purchases
 are offered at other universi-
ties in the Bay Area, but not at SJSU. 
Associated 
Student President Blair 
Whimey said he will maice a proposal to 
the governing
 board of the Spartan 
































found  three of 
the universities--
 UC Berkeley, San 
Franc 
:,co and Stanford had margins 
or rebate policies 




 SaCraMento have 
a profit margin for 
new  tx)oks of 25 per-
cent over the new book price. Rebates
 
a n d d 
are 
iscounts














 Hite, 5 percent discount 
coupon to students who vote in student 
elections. 
Last year, Stanford gave students a 15 
percent rebate based on receipts from 
all books purchased. 
This amounted to approximately 
; 
III
 in rebates. Students saved their 
receipts and turned them in for rebate 
checks at the end of the 








manager Eldon Speed said 
rebates are based mainly 
on the surplus pmfits frOrn 
the sales of items other 
than textbooks at all Stan-
ford shops, including those 
at Stanford Shopping
ter and Menlo College. 
Speed also said the rebate policy was 
under review by the 
emboard
 of directors. 
He said some mbers feel the sur-
plus should be anticipated so discounts 
may be given at the time of put 
chase.
 
Whitney plans to ask board members 
of the Spartan Shops 
for a more in-
depth audit. He wants to see the imple-
mentation of rebates or discounts at the
 
bookstore.
 "Clearly there is more we C211 







and staff, Graharn wrote: "I 
believe this comes 
as
 much of a 
surprise  to most of you as it did 
to me, given the expectations of 
a few weeks ago. I don't believe 
you have been given the unbi-
ased truth as to the reason." 
Graham said he was taken out 
of the running when an 
unproven allegation was made 





 S Army. 
The allegation
 came to light 
during a routine reference 
check 
niade by Dr. Robert Latta, 
interim director of SJSU's 
Health Service 
Department.  
Graham, who is openly
 gay, 
said the allegation was some-
thing
 the U.S. Army reviewed in 
the hopes of getting him out of 
ale service 
because of his sexual 
orientation. 
Graharn said the 
allegation was 
never  proved and 
was cssei wally di upped. He also 
said the allegation had been 
thoroughly investigated by the 
licensing authority. for physicians 
of the state of California and the 
state of Washington, and was 
found not to merit any action 
against 
his  medical practice. 
Graham said
 Latta's knowl-
edge of the incident was what 
See HEALTH.
 page 10 
A cut above the rest 
%1  `.'11i  
SJSU  alumnus Tim 
Warner,  lett, is spotted 
by N1., r, Young the 
highly accessible 
equipment.  Hy .\ t'ss  
as he does 
arm curls at the Event
 Center weight room
 Mon- week, 
concentrating  on his 
upper  body, whiie ne 
ooes 
day. Warner
 uses this health
 club because of 
the pool and ical
 therapy elsewhere









SFfanan Dail, Staff Write+ 
San Jose
 State's Center for 
Literary Arts begins another 
-.semestr
 
of public readings, 
lecntres nd seminars given
 by 
distinguished poets arid writ-
ers. The activities start
 Sept. 
23-24 with Ken 
Kesey, author 
4 "One 
Flew  Over the 
Cuck-
oo's Nest." 
Kesey's visit is part of the 
Major
 Authors 
series,  a pro-
gram 
for which 
the  center 
received a 
0 grant in 
July. The grant
 was one of the 
only three 
$10,000  grants 
pre-
sented to U.S. universities by 
the National Endowment for 
the Arts. 
Alan Soldofsky, the director 
of Center for Literary Arts, has 
used the grant to help facili-
tate organization of Kescy's 
mid other authors' visits. 
"We have worked really 
hard to get this grant," Soldof-
sky said. "Ott! funding is pret-
ty 
diverse,  but we don't have 
enough of it." 
Aside from the National 
Endowment for the Arts grant, 
some 
funding comes from city, 
county and state arts organiza-
tions. Metro Newspapers co-
sponsors
 the visits by. hosting 
preview parties for
 the center s 
Major Authors g-uests. 
"We look 
at
 Nletro as a great 
community resource and as 
a 
parmer 
who gave us access to 
the print media," 
Soldofsky 
said. 
Other programs that make 
up the Center's 




Soldofsky  said 
he is still working 
out sched-
ules for 
most of the guests, but 
he 
has  confirmed that Mary 
Oliver,
 a twice -named
 Pulitzer 
Prize poet, 















'50s,  will 











poet an. d 
author of 
The  i 
Maid's Tale, will
 appc Jan. 
Soldofsky 





























































and  Nils 
Peterson,  















































































































 if they 
haven't  
decided  




















 take only nine
 units dtte to 
the 
fact
 that it takes longer
 
for
 a blind 
person
 to access 
the 





manage  time 
accord-














as a liaison 
between 
the  
student and the 
services.  
Soule 
































,1A1,1  ANI,%11 
Kathy Barth,
 front, receives
 help with a 
computer  program
 from Julie 
Wydeven  in the 
Disabled Sit   
dent 
Services'
 High Tech 
Center, which 
is
 located in Clark
 Library, on 
Ivlonday.  Banh 





center  offers help for 
students
 with Kith 
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 thrown in the 



















 get sued 
all the ti Me. 
Sall Jose 
State  gets sued 
just
 as often as 
the other
 CSU 




of two lawsuits and 
had  recent -
It settled another. 
I 
Nt.a. 








 hily 1990 against
 
Hall,  (;oodhue & 
Bat  kyr Inc T NI 
Lin  
International,
 Svska & 
Hennessy 
. and 
lerit Bovs Inc., due 
to 
cost  (wcrl lti I, Ott the 




 agreements. the 
money tall 0111% 
14.* used for canital
 facility 
pi (lc(

















and  whet e 
to























































woi  Id enable

































are the main 
improvements  that 
sot' 





























 can be 
read













 most needs 
new  resources is 
also 
when existing
 resources are 
at a premium 
and 
few
 in society are
 willing to 




Those  societies 
which did not 
explore 
inevitably  fell to ruin.
 
Take, for example, 
late fifteenth century 
Spain.
 After a financially 
ruinous war in 
which  
they 
pushed  the Moors 
back  to the Maghreb,
 
they were
 virtually bankrupt. 
Resources  were so 
scarce  that the small cost









off when an Italian 
navigator set sail 
for 
the west and discovered
 the West Indies 
and  
Spain's




 the rise of a 
global economy,
 and the 
use
 of virtually all
 readily available
 resources, 
the world is 
at a critical 
nexus  in history. 
We 







 or see our 
ilization
 fall again 
into the I 
)arbarous





 I w 
rfai
 e. 
Fite i ccent 
loss
 of the Mars Observer 
probe  
has sparked a debate 
on whether we need such 
a mission or 
not, whether we 
should
 even be 
spending scarce resources
 on exploration of 




tion (NASA) is plagued
 with troubles at a time 
when 
their funding is up for review
 and some 
wonder if such 
programs
 are worth the cost. 
The truth is NASA has 
been underfunded 
since 
its inception. If the 
knowledge  gained was 
pure 
research
 without any 
useful
 application, 
then yes, the NASA 
programs are expensive 
curiosities.  
Operation 




 cost of $11 trillion; the 
Mars  
Observer
 probe costs only 
about  $1 billion. The 
probe was 
meant  to be a long-term weather
 
and  intelligence gathering
 satellite in prepara-
tion for a 
manned  mission to follow. 
If history 
gives us anything to go 
on. then the 
space program can 
be
 seen as the first tentative 
step toward an extra
-global  economy. Seen 
from a larger,  long-term
 perspective, it 
becomes  
irrelevant whether some 
projects are really nec-
essary. 
A few losses 
and mistakes are 
inevitable. The 
initial expense
 of exploration 
and/or  coloniza-
tion
 always seems high,
 often prohibitively so,
 
but the rewards 








 on our daily lives, 
which most 
people take for granted.
 Aside from advances 
in medical technology 
which are mostly used in 












 all owe their 
existence
 to NASA. 
The  benefits of space 
technology  are taken 
for granted by 




 the costs, but 
after  all, there's more 
than one 
"new world" waiting 
for us out there, 
aren't they worth
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 Spartan Daily 
From mutual
 deterrence 
to a trading 
commodity  
/iistead
 of renting 
a van, a 
man buys 
one.
 Instead of 
using his 
own  name, he 
assumes
 a false identity. Then he 
drives his van into an under-
ground parking garage under a 
skyscraper, in a busy metropoli-
tan area For instance, the World 
Trade Center in New York City. 
He 
leaves  the van and exists the 
building, never 
to return to the 
area. 
Later, the president of the 
United States answers his 
phone. The caller identifies him-
self as belonging to the IRA,
 
Hamas or any other group that 
uses force or 
threats
 to intimi-
date as a political policy. 
The caller  demands the Unit-
ed 
States pressure Great Britain, 
Israel or any other 
country
 to 
give up their claim for Northern 
Ireland, the West Bank or any 
other territory. 
If America or the other coun-
try involved do not agree to 
the 
condition set above, says 
the 
caller, an atomic bomb will 
explode at a certain 
time in a 
certain metropolitan area some-
where in the U.S. 
'In the zero-sum 
game  of yester-
world, no side 





One  side could 
not  attack without 
being subject to 
immediate
 
retaliation by the 
other'
 
Is the caller 
telling





 such a crucial 
moment, shouldn't risk finding 
out. But such a scenario is 
becoming more and more likely. 
One of 
the  cold war axioms 
regarding the United States and 
the Soviet Union was
 the bal-
ance of power 
between  the 
superpowers, 
which caused both 




side  would hesitate to 
attack the other. 
The arms race involved simul-
taneous
 rates of perceived and 
actual growth in 
both nations' 
arsenals, resulting from the pres-
sure of the military rival itself. It 
included nuclear arms and the 













 to be 
traded.' 
In the zero-sum game 
of 
yester-world,
 no side would stand 
to gain from a nuclear attack. 
One side could not attack with-
out being subject to immediate 
retaliation 
by the other. 
Nuclear power had only one 
function  
to
 prevent the use of 
nuclear weapons. Such a world 
would be the least 
tumultuous, 
for the leaders of the U.S.A. and 
what was the 
Soviet Union 
would  want to protect their own 
people. 
As
 long as two superpowers 
are equally 
strong,  in charge of 
all of their 
nuclear
 arsenal, 
where their leaders care for their 
citizens, 
nuclear power is, com-
paratively 




 situation is 
completely 
different.  The 
U.S.S.R. has ceased to 
exist.  Its 
nuclear power, formerly spread 
in various Soviet republics, are 
now 






hunger, shelter and 
civil war. 
Many Soviet nuclear experts,
 
who have 
lost their jobs, must 
still provide 








becomes  another 
commodity
 to be traded. As is 
always the 
case with supply and 
demand,
 the leaders' 
and scien-
tists' need for 
money  is much 
more pressing and immediate 
than the terrorists'
 desire to 
build nuclear bombs. 
As a result, the 
scientists with 
the nuclear




commodities  for basic 
needs,  or actually work for the 
group








 bomb from 
a government 
that shares the 
goals of that 
terrorist  group. The 
organization  may purchase the 
essential uranium
 or plutonium 
and build a 
bomb,  with the help 
ofjob-seeking scientists. 
When a 
mutual  deterrence 
factor exists, as it did for 
the  two 
superpowers,
 the nuclear 
weapons involved will not be 
used and the
 world is safer. But 
in a world where no deterrence 
exists, those 
holding the power 
feel they have 
nothing  to lose 
and leaders do have total disre-
gard 
of
 human lives, including 
that of their own citizens is a 
world 
far  more dangerous than 
the one before 
the breakup of 
the Soviet Union. 










 Spartan Daily pro-
vides a daily 
Forum to 
promote a  "marketplace 
of ideas." Contributions to the 
page are encouraged from stu-
dents, staff, faculty and others 
who are interested in the uni-
versity at large. 
Any letter or column for the 
forum page must be turned in 
to Letters to the Editor's box in 
the Spartan Daily newsroom, 
Dwight
 Bental Hall 209, or to 
the information booth in the 
Student Union. 
Articles may also 
be mailed to 
the Forum Editor, The Spartan 
Daily, School of 
Journalism
 and 
Mass Communications, San Jose 
State University, One Washing-
ton Square, San 
Jose, CA 95192. 
Articles may
 be faxed to (408) 
924-3282.
 
Articles and letters must con-
tain the author's name, address, 
daytime phone number, signa-
ture and major. Although not 
encouraged, names may be 
withheld upon request. 
Contributions
 must be typed
 
or submitted on a 3.5 inch com-
puter disk using Microsoft Word 
on the Macintosh. Always bring 
a printout of your submission. 
Submissions 
become the 
property of the 
Spartan Daily 
and will be edited for grammar, 
libel and length. 
Categories available to non -
Daily staff members are: 
*Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 




 political or personal issues. 
Submissions 
should be well 
researched. 
 Letters to the Editor: Up to 
200 words responding
 to a cer-
tain issue or point of view. If they 
are longer, they may edited for 
length. 




 or Editor's forum: 
 Opinion 
pieces  written by 
the staff writers
 or editors which 
do not necessarily reflect the 
majority views of the Spartan 
Daily, the School of Journalism 
and Mass Communications or 
SJSU. Reporters are prohibited 
from writing
 opinions on issues 
they have covered for news sto-
ries. 
 Staff Editorials: These are 
unsigned opinion 
pieces  that 
express the majority 
opinion of 
the


































address the issue 
with a few 
new 
insights. 
"Penalty  of death 












 of its 
surprising
 terse-






 away by all the 
anger  and 
discord we often 
experience, including
 last year's 
execution 
of
 Robert Alton Harris
 and the cur-
rent 
resurfacing
 of the issue with 
the execution 
of David  Edwin Mason. 
Perhaps we 
should
 all follow the 
dictionary's 
example and 
examine  the issue using our 
reason 
instead of simply 
our  emotions. 
According to a 1990 Gallup 
Poll, the growth of 
pro -death
 penalty sentiments 
had  reached near-
ly 80 
percent. And a 1992 issue
 of Time supports 
this finding, stating that four
 out of five Califor-
nia citizens support the death
 penalty. This 
growth may be attributed in part to 
the following 
aspects of people's thoughts: 
 disappointment
 at police and/or government 
inability 
to control crime. 




 atrocities that go unpunished when 
no perpetrator
 is found. 
Many human rights activists 
and fundamental-
ist groups cite "an eye for an eye" as wrong phi-
losophy, as well as stating that we are a nation 
generally 
focused upon the Judeo-Christian 
ideals  of kindness and  forgiveness. 
However, according to statistics found in Scien-
tific American, 89 percent 
of the executions 
between 1976 and 1990 have been in the band of 
nine 
southern
 states ranging from Texas to Vir-
ginia, all 
of which have some sort of capital pun-
ishment law. Isn't the so-called
 "Bible Belt" found 
in this region?
 Seems a bit incongruous. 
`...capital
 punishment does 
not 
rob the condemned 
of his 
liberties or 










 Jean Jacques 
Rousseau, 
of
 the 18th Century, had 
much
 to say 
on the topic of capital 
punishment.  In his Right to 
Life and Death, he 
wrote, "It is to avoid 
being  a 
murderer's victim that each man 
consents
 to die 
if he should become a 
murderer  himself." In 
other words, there are
 laws here for the 
benefit  
and
 safety of everyone, and there should
 be no 
double standards. 
Now
 to reply to those 
who maintain that
 an 
execution  of any kind
 is a deprivation of 
an indi-
vidual's right 
to live. When a 
person  commits a 
murder, he 





society  and its 
people  and 
becomes
 like a 
"traitor"  to them.
 As Rousseau 
would  say, "In vio-
lating 
[society's]
 laws, he 
ceases  to be a 
member  
of it, and even wages






 the laws 
and social 
structure
 of the 
society and its people
 and 
becomes  like a 
"traitor"  to 
them.' 
After this, 
the  good and 
welfare





with  that of the 
murderer,
 and one of 
the  two has to go! 
Now  cer-
tainly it cannot be the 




 to be condemned 
and removed. In vio-
lating  the social 
contract  under which
 he had 
previously  lived, the 
murderer  can be put 
to 
death,
 according to 
Rousseau,  less as a 
citizen
 




 does not rob
 the 
condemned 
of his liberties 
or right to life 
because 
he lost these selfsame
 rights upon 
com-
mitting the murder. 
I do not claim to 
deny  the right for an appeal.
 
Indeed, I 
acknowledge  that there's 
always
 the 
chance that an innocent 
person
 could have "fall-
en through the
 cracks" of our criminal justice 
sys-
tem. However, some 
arbitrary  limit needs to be 
set, especially
 in cases where the
 alleged killer 
does not
 even want to appeal 
any  further! 
I also
 do not claim 






 some may not 
be.  
However,  the ethics 
of death methods 
is another 
topic,  one that I 
will  not endeavor
 to address. 
I am a 
supporter of 
the  death penalty.
 I also 
consider  myself a 
liberal.
 I do not feel  
this
 is 
unusual.  What I do 
feel, to put it 
bluntly,
 is that 
the gift
 of life is a precious
 thing, one 
whose  
bestowal we must
 not take lightly. If 
one human 
being
 deliberately takes the 
life of another, inno-
cent human
 being, then the 
one who did the 
killing is no longer 
deserving  to hold such 
a gift 
in his possession. 
Shan Kaplan is a 










































































Music  Workshop, 
7-
9p.m., 
Music  Building 











sign-ups, for information 




 League sing -
ups, call 
Toby
 Wilson at 
924-5962.
 
For Intramural Flag Foot-
ball League 
sign-ups, call 










SU, Costanoan Rm, call 
the 
Career  Resource 




tions, 7-9:30p.m., Music 
Building
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 Daily? How 
about 
something
 you hated? 
Fill  out the 
survey 
on the back page 
and let us 
know what 
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(AP)  The 
MTV 




 its 10th year,
 may have 
reached bottom. 
But


























makes  the 
MTV awards ... 
well,  the MTV 
awards.
 And, ready or not. 
they're back Thursday. 
Sept.  2. 
at 8 




Christian  Slater hosts, 
and the 
musical lineup includes 
Madonna,  U2, Janet Jackson, 
Sting, 







Bennett  (go 
figure)
 
are among the presenters. 










nominees  are 
Gabriel, REM., 




 part. MTV execu-
tives are unrepentant about 
excesses past or 
future. 
"It's a garish spectacle. 
It's a 
three-ring circus," says Doug 
Herzog, senior vice president 
for programming. "It is just 
0111  
of control, or it feels just under 
control, like it could spits out of 
control at any moment. 
"I don't think you get that 
feeling 
watching any of the 
other awards show," he says.
 
"We are proud 
of
 that" 
Not proud, specifically, of 
how Stern looked in backless 




relentlessly in the hearts of 
MTVers.
 
The line of 
propriety  
has  
been crossed, Herzog admits: 
"There have been a couple of 
moments that we do not look 
back













The Flying Club 
The Bay Area's most advanced
 flight training center. 
Located at Reid 
Hillview Airport 
Imagine: 
*Taking a study break and 
going  to Tahoe in just over 1 hour. 
.Taking your date on a night of romance above the lights 
of San Francisco. 
Having the freedom to just take off
 and fly away for the weekend. 
All this for less money than you
 thought. You can become a pilot for about $2,500! 
Flight 
Training  




 flight instructors. 
Jeppensen













 FAA testing. 
(Get instant 
results
 on all FAA exams. 
To register 
call us or Plato at 
1-800-869-1100.) 
*Wide 
variety of clean well 
maintained  air 
craft. (From singles to twins.) 





 ground school courses, 
Frasca 131 Visual Simulator 




Our Simulator is open to all students, 
instructors,
 and pilots.) 
Aircraft 
Rental  






Non-member  rates) 
10% discount on block time 
NEW ONLINE 
Beech Duchess






Full King digital, 







Students  get FREE standard membership 





















HP 48G  
Check it out 
The  new 11P 48G graphic calcula-
tor gives you a 
whole lot more for 
a whole 
lot less than you think. 
Get  
more  
 Push a button,
 choose from the
 
pull
-down  menu, and 
fill in the 
blanks. Entering
 data is that easy. 
 
View  3-1) graphs. 
 




Perform  algebra 







 Enter and 




 Work with different 
units  of 
measure.  The HP 48G will 
convert
 
them for you. For 
example, enter 
inches. centimeters, yards, and 
feet, 
together in one equation  
it'll convert them. 
Get 
more ... 
for  less 
 




When you buy an 111' 486 or 
.151; 
X.
 you can get free 
software  (plus pines!) and a free 
cable for connecting 
to your 
desktop
 PC. Write programs 
for 
the 
48 using your 
PC keyboard. 
or store 11P 
48
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 favorite  
menus
 
NEW YORK (AP)  A 
pound of bacon, a loaf of Italian 
bread, peanut
 butter and jelly. 
OK, Mr. Presley, dinner is 
served.  
Elvis' dietary needs  and 
they made his other pursuits 
appear  tame  are the topic of 








 of the 
meals  
that stretched a thousand jump 
suits. 
The groundbreaking "food 
biography"  is the tongue-in-
cheek work of 
David Adler, an 
Elvis fan who invested his time 
and effort (too much, perhaps) 
tracking the King's chow from 
cradle to ... well, you 
know 
where he died. 
Adler 









 Elvis' high 
school. And the Army. And
 Las 
Vegas hotels. He hung out with 
Elvis' stepbrothers. And Elvis' 
coroner. And Barbara Eden. 
rhe "I 
Dream  of 
Jeannie"
 
star worked with Elvis
 on the for-
gettable








 his Indian 
mother 










 Inanners. If 
he 




thin,  Elvis 
later bulked 
up nicely  at the 
time of his death, 
he
 weighed in 
at 
255 pounds. 
Don't waste any time wonder-
ing why. 
Adler  provides the, 
ahhhh,












































where  you 
choose  to 
live,
 you can 
save
 money on 
your long 
distance 




 S11% ings 
Option.  It's 
all  part of 
The





fit the way 

















booth  on 
campus
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with  butter 




















out  the inside 
of each 
half; 
smear  peanut 
butter and 
jelly inside,
 aide' the 




to the book: 
1 serving 




Cost:  $49.95 per sand-
wich; hence, the name. 






fried  steaks, fried dill pickles, 
fried chicken with 
potato chip 
coating.... You get 




made the King's 
mouth water? Adler's 
research 
turned up these Elvis
 food facts. 
Favorite 
seasoning:  Salt. 
Cooking Tip: 
Make it well 
done. ("That s burnt, man," 
was 
high praise.) 
 Favorite pizza topping Bar-
becued pork, with barbecue 
sauce instead of tomato sauce, 
from C.oletta's Italian Restaurant 
in Memphis. 
 Ambience: Leave the TV 




Favorite dessert:  Del Monte 
fruit cocktail with coconut flakes, 
raisins and minimarshmallows. 
 What drink to serve with 





Girl Scout cookies, Eskimo Pies, 






Kreme jelly doughnuts, by the 
box. 
 Napkins: Save 'em. "He 
used towels," revealed Billy Stan-
ley,
 Elvis' stepbrother. "He'd say, 
'Bring me a beach towel.' 
Cause  
he'd make such a mess." 
Adler's work, while tasty, was 
high in 
calories:  He put on 10 
pounds while chomping 
in the 
King's 
teeth marks. His favorite
 
meal, prepared by 
ex-Graceland 
cook Pauline 
Nicholson, was a 
chicken -fried 




used  in Graceland. 
For 
those who believe Elvis 
is 
alive,  Adler says,
 some sightings
 








































credibility  is that
 ... Burger 
King 
was  by far 
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 doing this 
(contest) for
 so many 









 has gotten 
national 






 from the con-
test being 
printed by Penguin 










details  for a 
Poetry/Jazz
 
presentation  at 
the San Jose 
Museum of Art 
Oct. 




























 is a part 


















 and writing 
can 
Alan Soldolsky 
provide a background for cul-
ture. Literature becomes a way 










 page I 
will come with the Student 
Union 
renovation.  
"The carpets haven't been 
changed in 
24 years and the 
lighting is really bad," Whitney
 
said. "Have you ever walked in 
there? It looks like
 a cave." 
The other idea the board has 
been talking about is putting an 
outdoor campus recreation area 
in the vacant dirt lot across from 
the entrance to the Event Cen-
ter. Basketball and volleyball
 
courts could emerge
 outdoors if 
the 
choice
 is made. 
There has no been no official 
decision on when and where the 
money will be spent. The
 board 
will discuss the 
issue at its first 
meeting 
on
 Sept. 8. 
Last 
semester, the university 
was faced with 









 was a comprehen-
sive 
lawsuit
 filed against the
 19 
CSU schools, 
including  SJSU. 














 for NOW, 
Ruth 
Berkowitz
 from Boyd, 
Huffman 
& 
Williams,  said 
the
 CSU system 
violated gender 
equity  in athlet-
ic programs.
 The trial date
 for 
this case is 





 to the first, was 
filed by 
NOW 
against  SJSU. NOW 
claimed SJSU 
violated Title IX, 
the federal law 
mandating equal 






-had some of 
the 
worst results in the state 
in a 
gender 
equality  survey. 
Inequal-
ity of money distribution, sport 
facilities and 
salaries
 were some 
of the 
accusations  filed against 
SJSU. 
SJSU Athletics 
Director  Tom 
Brennan could 
not comment 




where both sides 
appear before 
ajudge, will be 
held in mid-Sep-
tember.























We know what you
 
want.
 You want your loan 




money  even faster. So look to 
Great Western Bank. We 
won't  get your hopes up 
and then leave you dangling. 
Great Western is one  of 
the top lenders of student 
loans  in California. We have 
the  
experience and know-how
 to deliver Stafford, SLS 
and PLUS LOANS fastwithout
 
a 
lot of hangups. For more 
information or a loan 
application,
 call us toll -free at 











































sound.  animation, music 
and vuko














SOO  floppy dicks, 
be able to 
instantly access encyclopedias, 
dictionaries  and 
extiiistre databases
 
all with the 






capabilities  to the 
desktop.
 11-luch is utri 
so 
f in. 
more and more 
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Keyboard  IL $2386 
CD-ROM 
technology
 puts a 
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 ask about financing
 with the Apple 
Computer  Loan: And 
discover the power
 of Macintosh. The 
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crackly, crunchrageous pizza 











 30 MIN. 
DELIVERY  OR 
$3.00 OFF! 
HOURS: 
SUN  -THURS I IAM-2AM
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Mon. Thu. 10am-9pm 














Downtown San Jose 
72 
East  Santa Clara St. 






 CHICKENS, BURRITOS 
TACOS,







FREE   run, 


















Much, Much, Much More! 
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Music  in the 
Park  
5 - 7:30 p.m. 
Relax after 
class  at the best 
party  in town. Music
 in the Park is a free
 weekly concert 
series 
located 
just a short  walk 
from campus in 
beautiful







dance at a reggae 
double  bill featuring 
the  bands "Screwdriver"
 and "Junglz 
Apart."  
Plaza 
Park. at the corner of 
Market and San Fernando
 Streets; 295-2265,








Market at The Pavilion 
Shop for 
produce straight from the 
farm
 just a few blocks from 
campus.  Every  week, you'll 
find seasonal
 vegetables, organic produce,
 tree -ripened fruits, fresh
-pressed
 juices, cut 
flowers,
 fresh baked bread, nuts, honey
 and herbs. And the prices 
can't  be beat! 
This Thursday,




 to I p.m., you'll learn
 how to grill 
fresh vegetables and fruits right
 on the barbecue, taste test samples and 
pick up recipes. 
The Pavilion,









Call the San Jose Downtown Association's 24 -hour FYI line 
for upcoming events at 295-2265, Ext. 483. For a free 
Downtown Visitor's Guide, call 279-1775. 
Co-sconsored by the city of San Jose and the San Jose Redevelopment Agency 





















Open 7 Days A Week 
"Til 
Midnight  Friday and Saturday 
 Buy any cappuccino, latte 
or mocha and get the 2nd 
one FREE.
 
 Full Espresso Bar 
 Pastries 














































































Cornor of Saratoga is 


























The  Cubs  Jim 
Lavender 
pitched  a 2-
0 no-hitter
 in the first





















Kennedy  knocked 
in three of the 







York  of the Detroit
 Tigers hit his 
17th and 
18th home runs 
of the month to 
set a 
major-league record



















 homers in 
the Dodgers' 
19-3 rout. 
Hodges  also added a 
single for 17 total 
bases. 
1959  Sandy
 Koufax of 
the  Los 
Angeles
 
Dodgers  struck 
out 18 Giants for
 a National 
League record
 as the 
Dodgers





1990   The 
Griffeys
  20 -year-old 
Ken  Jr. 
and  his dad, Ken, 
40 made major
 league his -
ton,; leading 
the Seattle Mariners
 to a 5-2 victory 
over the 
Kansas  City 
Royals.
 
The  Griffeys 
were  the first 
father  and son 
to 
play together
 in the big 
leagues.  
Today's  Birthdays:















 Mini Gym 




















































Brad  Blackwell, top, narrowly avoids 







Blackwell  scored 
the
 second goal in 
SJSU's 5-0 
victory
 on Sunday 











Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
The 
Spartans defeated St. 
Mary's 5-0 
on Sunday during the 
Soccer America/Pier
 39 Bay 
Area 





to head coach 
Gary St. 















St.  Mary's 
offense
 in the 
center  of the field, 
assay  from its 
goal for most



















 Bank of America  
has a big 
deal for college students. 
Simply  choose from
 any of our 
three  
college  student 








 summer up 
to five years.
 And, we'll 
give you
 a free Big Deal t -shirt. 






 to your cash 















has no annual  fee
 when you










checks.  So, 
what
 are you 
waiting  
forstop
 by your local
 branch today
 and ask 
about
 the big deal







 by and ask
 for details
 at: 99 
South  4th 
St.,

















 half. But, 
the 
second 
half  saw an 
increase  in 
offensive 
activity  and 
several
 goal 



















 to take 
over that 
position 







was  injured 



















































he's  a 
defender
 and 



























































 goal of 
the 
game.  









 the game 
on Sunday.
 
Former NFL star 





star Dexter Manley will 
reportedly return to the Ottawa 
Rough Riders along




The Ottawa Citizen said 
today that Manley, 
who  played 
three 
games  for the CFL team 
last season, could join the 
team
 
today if he passes
 a physical. 
The newspaper said Riders 
president Lonie 
Glieberman,  
the son of owner Bernie 
Glieberman, will have the final 
say on the 34 -year -old defensive 
end. 
"Obviously, Lonie is not
 
going 
to play Dexter unless he's 
the best 
player," Bernie Glieber-
man said Sunday. 
He will consult 
with the 
coaches.
 The reason he will 
have the final
 say is because the 
move is so controversial."
 
Brancato was fired as the 




CINCINNATI (AP)  Cin-
ncinnati Bengals rookie Tom 
Scott is starting to make an 
impremion with his play instead 
of his girth. 
The former East Carolina 
offensive
 lineman, selected in 
the sixth round of 
the NFL 
draft, is down to 
322  pounds 
after 




Dave Shula notice the 
change? 
"When I saw him start tuck-








you  always wonder 
whether 
it's fashion,
 or whether they're
 
trying to hide something." 
Scott,
 who weighed 
280 
pounds in the 
eighth  grade, is 
used to 
questions  about his 
weight. 
"I've never met a 
reporting  
weight at any stage of my foot-
ball career," he said. 
"Coach Shula told 
me,  "This 
isn't like college, where  you get 





























 Stall  Writer 
The  SJSU 
women's  
volleyball  
team is back 
this
 year with some
 
new faces
 and a new 
attitude.
 















'This  year there is 




 said Erin 
Ginney,  a rutin ning senior
 and a 
1992 Second
-team All -Big West 
Conference  selection. "There 
are a lot more people 
looking
 
forward to matches and to the 
season." 
Lack of excitement 
was  a 
problem with teams 
in the past, 
according  to Glancy. She attrib-
utes the team's new 
attitude to 
the arrival of Choate, who
 brings 
a new style of coaching to the 
Spartans. 
"In the 








said. "With Craig 
we have a whole set of blocking 
rules and types of blocking." 
"I really like 
Craig's  philoso-
phy on coaching," said Pain 
Hope, a senior transfer from 
San Diego State. 
"He has such a different 
approach from anyone that I 
have ever  been coached by. He 





Hope,  Choate 
focuses more
 on improving the 
team's 
strong  points instead 
of
 
just  focusing only on the techni-
cal and 
mental  aspects of the 
game. 
Although 
Choate  describes 
the team 
as
 not being excep-
tionally 
athletic,
 he feels that the 
team can still play
 big. 
"I don't mean that the team 
isn't athletic," Choate explains. 
"We just don't 
have  the Danielle 
Scott from Long Beach who flat 
out can't
 be stopped." 
Scott is the all-time Big West 
conference leader in hitting per-
centage and led the conference 
with 4.49 kills per game last sea-
son. 
After
 finishing 14-17 overall, 
9-9 in the Big West last 
year  for a 
This year there is 
a 
lot 
more  energy on 
the team. There are 
a lot more people 
looking foward to 







position, SJSU is 
picked to finish fifth this season 
by a pre
-season
 Big West coaches 
poll, 
according
 to Choate. 
"We play 
in the best confer-
ence in the 
nation," Choate said 
on why it's hard to do well in the 
Big West. "We have four 
teams  in 
the  conference
 that are in the 
top 20 in the nation, three 
being 
in the top 
ten. 
"I'm not real sure how we will 
do, but I'm really surprised at 
Outside 
hitter
 Tanya Hart 
readies herself for
 a service hit 
during  
prac-













1  at California 
Invitational.  
'FBA 



















Sept. 18  at Utah State*, 3p.m. 
Sept. 25  NEW MEX1(X) 
STATE at 
EVE ras
 CENTER*, 7:30p.m. 
Sept. 28 it Stanford, 
7p.m. 




Oct. 2 at UC Irvine*, 7p.m. 
Oct. 7  









EVENTS CENTER*, 4p.m. 
Oct.
 
IS at Pacific*, 7:30p.m. 
Oct. 16 at Nevada*, 7p.m. 
Oct. 23  at 












Oct. 30  FIEACII
 STATE at 
EVENTS CENTER*. 7:30p.m. 
*Big 






















YES' EVERYTHING' IS AT 









318 PAGE ST. SAN JOSE (1081297
 1707 
what I have seen 
so far. We're 
just going to 
have to try our 
best 
to be 
fundamentally  sound," he 
said. 
After losing two 
key players in 
Jennifer Liston, setter, and 
Mindy Czuleger, outside hitter, 
the Spartans still 
have managed 
to fill the positions well. 
"1 don't think we're going to 
loose  a lot from 
Jennifer  and 
Mindy's 
positions,  Ginney said. 
'They were great players, but 




probable  starters 
are Ginney, Crista Koch, and 
Shane Donnellon as outside hit-
ters. Cristin Rossman will play 
middle, along with Tanya Hart, 
who
 played outside last year. The 
probable starter at setter is 
Hope. 
Hope feels no pressure in fill-
ing the shoes of Liston. 
"I've never seen Jennifer 
play," said Hope. "I 
don't know 
what she can do, but so far 
the 
team has been encouraging to 
me." 
The key in  the team's success 
this year depends
 a lot on co-
captains 
Ginney  and Hope, 
according  to Choate. 
The 
Spartans  open up the 




 at the California 
Invitational in Berkeley. 




Friday at the Fresno State 
Invita-
tional, where they 
get a chance 
to
 play against their former 
coach, John Corbelli. 
Corbelli is currently at Texas 
A&M, one of the five teams par-






 Nt:HOEN/1 SPANT1tiI4ILY 
Assistant volleyball coach
 Ted Gilkey holds the ball as 
outside hitter Rebecca Shubin 
practices  blocking 
during practice
 last week in the Spartan Complex.































Reasoning  1900-2145 









Phil of the Person 0830-0920 
Phi 103 
Phil of the Person 
1130-1220 
Ph' 103 Phil








Prof & Bus 
Ethics  1130-1220 
Phi 116 Prof & Bus 
Ethics 
1200-1315 




Prof  & Bus Ethics 
1330-1445 
Phi 116 
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MWF BC 124 i 
TR SH 238 i 
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TR SH 100 I 











Traffic, red lights, packed parking lots.
 You name it. 
Shanna's passed it. 
That's because she bought a TA Semester 
Pass.  For only 
$76, she 
rides any time on all regular TA bus and Light 
Rail service. And best of all, she 
avoids  the daily grind 
of trying to find a parking space
 near State. 
No wonder she's getting ahead. Buy your 
TA 
Semester
 Pass at the Student Union. 
SPARTAN 









 his mind 
about select-
ing him, but 
Graham  was never 
asked 
about it before the 
final 
decision
 was made. 
"I'm not saying
 that the uni-
versity 
didn't






 up until the final
 moment, 
Latta's message
 to me and every-
one else in Health Service 
was 
that I had the job." 
Another reason 
Graham  said 
he had felt confident about get-
ting
 the permanent
 position was 
the effort made to hire him 
before the department went
 
through 













also said students did
 
not have 
































































forward  to discussing 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
From 
the Alumni  
of Santa Clara University 





















































 is no set criteria
 for 
using 
committees,"  Lofton said. 
"But
 most departments
 do use 
committees of at 







Dr. Latta said 
he
 could not 
conunent 
on
 the information he 
received about Graham or any 
ensuing action 
because
 of the 
confidentiality  of the selection 
process and the 
issues involved. 
But Latta said his 
final decision 
was based on hiring the best can-








 were all 
good 
candidates,  but I am 
responsible for recruiting 
the  
very best individual for each 
job," Latta 




is as endless as her contacts. Ellis 
keeps  in touch with many social 
services, Vocational Rehabilita-
tion and the Independent Liv-
ing
 Center. 
Ellis also said the
 Financial 
Aid office wants the disabled stu-
dents to be treated 
the  same as 
the non -disabled
 students. She 
has  to field many calls 
about  
financial aid and 
has one impor-
tant answer for a particular type 
of financial aid call: "When a dis-
abled student
 calls about finan-
cial aid for being disabled, we 
say 'no.' " There
 is no financial 
aid for the 
disabled  students just 
because they are disabled, she 
said. 
While Donna Ellis 
is busy with 
the academic end of being 
dis-
abled, another 
Donna is busy 
with a specific disability. 
Donna Abernathy is the coor-
dinator for hearing -impaired
 
and deaf students. 
She
 said SJSU has 30 stu-
dents, 3 faculty members and 3 
staff
 members who are deaf. 
,kbout half the deaf students are 
graduate 
students 















$4.50  per 
month  when 











 long as 
you're in 
school,  










Wells  Fargo 
Express
-ATMs
 with no 
per
-transaction
 fees. You 
can even open
 a savings 
account  free





 feel badly that he is 
upset."
 
Of the four finalists selected 
from 19 
applicants,
 Latta chose 
Drs.  Jeanne Scott and Asuncion 
Martinez, based on what he said 
was 
a combination of qualifica-
tions and 
curricular,  resume, 
credential, and reference infor-
mation. 
According to Latta, both doc-
tors are strong in family practice, 
and Scott is fluent in 
Japanese, 
although bilingualism was nei-
ther a minimum 
or special 
requirement for the 
position.  
Graham said he and others 




not given an adequate 
explanation to why he was not 
selected as a permanent physi-
cian. He intends to protest 
the  
decision.
 But Graham will wait 
to take any action until the stu-
preters and notetakers, and 
checks information for the deaf 
students, and registers for the 
deaf students." Abernathy regis-
ters them 
because
 they cannot 
hear the touch-tone phones. 
She also "makes schedules for 
interpreters and students so that 
they would match," and inter-
preters can attend classes with 
deaf students. 
Interpreters
 translate the spo-
ken word into sign language 
used by most deaf people. Con-
sequently,
 Abernathy has very 
high standards for interpreters. 
"One-half of the interpreters 
and (I) have national 
certifica-
tion," Abernathy said. 
The Registry  of Interpreters 
for the Deaf (RID) is responsible 
for certifying the 
interpreters  on 
the 
national level. She explained 
that "people think interpreters 
are students and volunteers and 
do not understand the training 
involved." 
"All certified interpreters 
went through three years of 
training and have 10-15 years of 
experience," 
said Abernathy. 
She maintains two staff inter-
preters and nine hourly inter-










































































































dents take their action in protest
 
to Latta's decision. 
SHAC members 
have  already 
voiced their objections 
verbally  
and visually in 
a letter to interim
 
Executive  Vice President
 Batt 
and Dr. Latta aboutthe decision
 
not to hire 




meeting,  Tami Run-
yan, Tomi Kawasaki,
 and Patrick 
Hogan  discussed their 
protest of 
Latta's decision
 and the stu-












wanted  to start
 the 
selection  process over, 
but  were 
told by Batt that
 they couldn't 
because
 legal contracts
 with the 








 Code of Ethics set down by 
RID  
the code says the inter-
preted communication is confi-
dential, the 
interpreter
 is not 
involved in the client's personal 
life and the interpreter must be 
honest and accurate while inter-
preting.  
"Once we had an interpreter 
who refused to interpret evolu-
tion due to religious beliefs," 
Abernathy said. "I removed that 
problem interpreter
 immediate-
ly. Nowadays, I require that inter-
preters tell me any personal 
beliefs, especially 
with sexual 
materials," said Abernathy. 
She subs for any interpreter 
with problems
 in any course 
until that problem portion pass-
es. 
Abernathy  also deals with the 
academic
 side of being deaf. 
"English is always 
the second 
language and this university is 
very English -oriented, very 
vocabulary -oriented, and so the 
deaf
 have problems with that," 
she said. The deaf 
also face dis-
crimination"the staff and facul-
ty expect the deaf to lip-read." 
The pamphlet called "Disability 
Etiquette" 
explains  that "lip-
reading is a complicated skill 
involving a 
lot of guesswork." 
This pamphlet also warns "...not 
to assume that 
someone
 with a 
















summed  it 
up




















































said.  "Now, 
they want 
to 




 was the 
only 
physician  








 get the 
permanent  
position.
 Yeung said 
she 
had been 





had  not 
been 
hired. 
"First,  I was 





she said. 'The 
second time, I was 







 in a 30,000 stu-
dent campus- 
he
 gets more over-
whelmed and needs more sup-
port and help to make it 
through the first 
semester."  
Although she registers the 
deaf
 students before anybody 
else because the disabled stu-
dents have priority over non -dis-
abled students, Abernathy's 
duties don't end there. 
"New students come in that 
we didn't know about, some 
departments cancel classes, cer-
tain classes were not what the 
deaf student wanted, and sick 
interpreters call 
in and I have to 
reschedule," she said. 
Abernathy cited a deaf stu-
dent who had to drop all of his 
classes because "his employer 
forbid the student to attend 
classes this semester, so he 
dropped them all." 
Abernathy estimates that 
about 5% of the deaf population 
goes to college and less than 
that goes to graduate school. 
"SJSU 
is a very high-level 
school and 
does  not know how 
many deaf students 
do
 not finish 
college," she said. 
Abernathy 
knows the deaf stu-
dents at university 
level  are 
unique  and she is doing
 every-
thing she can to 
help the deaf 
students along 
on
 the academic 
road. 
This


























will  run 
Thursday.
 

















































showed  up 
Saturday  to 
get  cloth-
ing 





newspaper  story about
 the 
fiasco,
 in which 
sheriffs 
deputies 








 and The 
Bakersfield 
Californian 
found  its lobby
 full 
of 
donations  by 
nightfall.  
A revived 










































got  on  the
 

































































 in a 
few 
people
 at a 
time 
































































101 (1) Study 
of
 Women 




 of Women 
101 (4) Study of Women
 
101 (5) 
Study of Women 
TA 
TA 
0900-1015 SH 435 Ross 
1200-1315 DMH 234 Ross 
MWF 0830-0920 DMH 227 Boyd 
MWF  1030-1120 DMH 234 
Polatnick 
W 1800-2045 
DMH  227 Polatnick 
"'Meets advanced G.E. 
requirements  for: 















Police  chief 
struggles with 
rank and file 
LOS 
ANGELES  
(AP)  - 
Police  Chief



















 to win 
the  affection




























close  to him,"
 said Dave 
Ziegler, president
 of the Police 
Protective 
League.






perception  is 
that
 he does 
not meet as much






 in his 
perfor-
mance. He isn't doing 
any-
thing. He isn't 
managing the 
department," said Officer 
Carl  
McGill, president
 of the 
African -American
 Peace Offi-
cers Association, which last 
month announced
 a vote of 
no-confidence for the city's first 
black 
police  chief. 
"Daryl Gates and Willie 
Williams are two different peo-
ple," Williams countered. "I 
have been to 50 roll calls. I 
have spent full days out in the 
field. Those officers you don't 
get out to see that are injured, 
we write notes to." 
Acknowledging that morale 
is low, Williams said he wants to 
improve communications by 
starting up a defunct newsletter 
that would reach all 
10,300  
civilian and sworn employees. 
He also is considenng reviv-
ing Gates' tradition of video-
taping weekly messages to the 
officers. 
Responding to complaints 
that he has failed to push hard 
enough for new 
equipment, 
Williams said new portable
 

















JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime 
Minister Yitzhak 
Rabin,  saying it 
was time to 
"take a chance for 
peace," asked his Cabinet today 




was worked out with 
the PLO. 
Rabin convened the 18 -mem-
ber Cabinet for a vote on a pack-









start  in 
the Gaza 
Strip 












would be the 
first  
significant  break-
through  after 
22
 
months of talks. 
Israel 
only 
recently lifted a 
ban on contact 
with the PLO, 




net  met, nearly 
2,000 Jewish set-
tlers  and other 
opponents  
protested outside 
his  office. 















change has its risks, but the
 time
 
has come to take a chance for 
peace," Rabin said in a speech 
to parliament members from his 
ruling coalition. "We stand on 
the verge of a great 
opportuni-
"There is movement along 
the 




 he said. 
"There  
are  obstacles. 
There  are 
difficul-
ties, 
but  I'm convinced 
the hori-
zons
 for peace are 
open."  
For the first 
time, Rabin 
said  





 be signed 
during 
the upcoming 
round  of talks. 
Yasser Arafat's PLO. 
Israeli sources
 said the 
PLO  
had
 first to 




eliminate  the idea 
of destroy-
ing the Jewish state 
by removing 
references to 
"armed  struggle 




after  1948 to 
return  
to 









 and the 




Bank (AP) - 
Land prices in 
this
 sleepy oasis doubled in 
the two days since word came  
that Israel and the PLO are 
close to formal
 agreement to 
start 
Palestinian self-rule here. 
But the boom 
town atmos-
phere is mixed with anxiety 
that, the autonomy experi-
ment might fail because of 
infighting or PLO 
misman-
agement. 
"I hope the PLO doesn't 
mess this up. This is the last 
chance for them and for us." 
land dealer Arafat Abu 
Raoushe said Monday. 
The most likely 
threat  to 
Palestinian autonomy would 
come from the Muslim funda-
mentalist 
group  Hamas, 
which has rejected the plan as 
a sellout and vowed 
to fight it. 
But in Jericho, a farm town 
of some 15,000 
people
 in the 
Jordan Valley, Hamas has little 
influence, and PLO chief 






Jericho as his foothold in the 
West Bank as a "sure thing" 
where he 
would face little 
political opposition. 
Israel also finds Jericho 
appealing 
because
 there are 
only three Jewish settlements 






many of the 





 living near 
here  are neither 
very  religious 
nor  political 
hardliners.  
Jamal Safi, 







him the  
changeover  would be 
quick.  "We were
 told we 
could already
 be in charge 
here by the 
end of the year," 
said Safi. 
Safi said Arafat
 would move 
to Jericho. 
He
 said five houses 
were being
 renovated for the 
PLO chief who
 is known for 
moving  frequently
 for fear of 
assassination. 
The 




 road, would 
likely 
house  the offices of the 
autonomous
 council in the 
first stage. Before 
the 1967 
Middle
 East war, the villa
 was 
sometimes 
used by Jordan 
King's Hussein 
as a weekend 
getaway. 
The full understanding 
between
 Israel and the PLO 
that would
 also involve the 
occupied 
Gaza
 Strip has not 
yet been published, and on 
Monday, Jericho's main 
square was abuzz
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there ow 




coin:ins  of the Spartan 




are not approved or 
verified 
by
 the neavewsper. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers 
Reach
 out 4 hours per 

























per min. 18 or 




















succeed  in 
MODELING.  Now 
you can 
put your 















chance  to be 




















 for 20 
years  
"Great Rates
 for Good 
Divers" 
"Good 























































































MUSIC INDUSTRY FALL -SPRING 









based  in San Jose, CA. 
Sopho-
more or above. Know your 
market 




MOBILE Mb WANTED 
Hiring 
mobile Ms. We supply 
equipment & 
muse. Must be avail-
able Fridays & Saturdays 
after  3. 


















 Medical/Dental Insurance 
 Vacation Pay 
 
Referral Bonus 
Apply: Monday  Frtday
 8 am. -5 pm. 
 Vanguard 
&rarity
 Services   
3212 
Scott  Blvd. Santa Clara. 
CA95054. Near 101, at San 







NANNY (lhein prof.) flex 40 hrs. 2 
children.
 Energetic playful person 









career  oriented 
individual in 
the health fitness 
field.  
America's
 Best corporation 
has 
had over a 900% growth 
rate over 
the past 4 years 
and  has locations 
throughout the entire 
bay  area. If 
you are an eager
 & self motivated
 
individual 
looking  to start 
off  right, 
we will 
give




bonuses,  trips & 
benefits,  14K - 
318
 annual. Please 
fax your resume 
to (510) 713-















school,  FB, GVB, BB.  
Must  be avail. 






















































He said it was a "great step for-
ward" but would 
"take time" to 
implement because of the 
com-





Ari denied Israeli media
 reports 
that the Cabinet
 would also be 
asked to 
vote on recognition of 
TEACHERS - 
INSTRUCTORS P/T 
inst. for elementary schools. 
Degree
 not required. Work around 
your classes. 408-287-8025. 
EOE/AAE, 




 chain aggressively 
expanding in the Bay Area. com-
bines good pay with 
practical  mar-
ketable experience for 
your 
resume. Starting  pay $12.25 /hr. 
 Earn $245./week part-time 
 Retail sales/customer service 
 Flexible hours set around school 
 No experience is necessary 
 Extensive training 
provided
 
 100 scholarships awarded 
 
Can  earn units at S.J.S.U. 
Apply in 
person  at our San Jose 
headquarters, conveniently located 




 for times to apply. 
For Milpitas office, call 262-8070 
or 510-7962142. 
MANAGER/MGR.
 TRAINEE. Small 
mattress shop. Close to SJSU. 
FT/PT flexible 
hours.  Informal 






morning  shift, flexi-
ble. Will train.




 We do flea 
markets, trade shows, art/craft 
shows. PT/FT available. Good 
license & vehicle






WORLD  SCHOOLS" 




 child care programs
 
and preschool
 programs. Teachers 
and 
subs must have 
minimum  6 
units  in education,
 recreation, or 
child 
development.
 Full and part
 
time
 shifts , job sharing 
and flexi-
ble hours for students.
 $6.  $8. 
per hour. 
Medical,
 dental, and eye 
care benefits 
for  30+ hours 
week.  
ly. Great job






(2) ACTOR (1) For
 
small parts in Sci/Fi adventure 
film. Paid position. $95.00 /day. 
Exp.

























You  could 
be making







learn  how. 
call  3788088 
for an 
appointment




















each  additional line 
HOUSING  
STUDIO FOR 1 PERSON. No pets. 
$500./mo.
 incl. util. + $400.
 sec. 
dep. Parking. Call 259-7040. 
STATE HOUSE 
APARTMENTS. 
2 bed/2 bath 
apt.
 available now. 
4 blocks 
from campus. Free cable 
TV, water & 
garbage. Off street 
parking available.
 Several units 
starting at $710.00/mo. 
Call Dan 
at 295-5256. 
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. 
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745. 
1 bdrm. /1 bath - $595. Walk or 
ride bike to school. Very clean, 
roomy & 
remodeled. Secured 
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable 
TV. Ample parking,
 Call 288.9157  
GATEWAY
 APTS. 
2 blocks from campus. 
2 bd./2
 
be., 900 - 1,000 sq. ft. 
Ideal




Security gates. Game room. 
Laundry room. 4th
 & William. 

































tiating team, said 













































with the daily 
Maariv newpspa-
per, Rabin was 
quoted as saying 
that "the time 
has not come for 
that
 yet" for a 
meeting with
 Arafat and "there 
is no de facto recognition of the 
PLO." 
The right-wing forced a 
debate in parliament
 on the 
autonomy plan but failed
 to 














Basic  Cable service 





5th St. (408)295-6893. 
FURNISHED 
STUDIO
 APT. Off 
campus 15 











Security build & 
parking. 
2 bdrm. 2 1/2 
baths. $149.950. 
Fox & 





MONEY  FOR 
COLLEGE  III 
Money is 
waiting















 For FREE literature pack. 
age, CALL 
NOW!  408993-7208. 
Access/control
 #2081993. 
Tuesday. August 31, 1993 11 
At least 20 shot 
New  massacre rocks Brazil 
RIO 
DE JANEIRO, Brazil 
(AP) - Dozens of hooded men 
stormed a Rio shantytown, set-
ting fires and shooting dead at 
least 20 people Monday. Resi-
dents blamed police for the 
killings. 
"It was a massacre. Women 
and children were machine-
gunned," 
Col.  Abilio Faria, a 
spokesman for the Rio de 
Janeiro state police. He said up 
to 24 people may have been 
killed.
 
He said it was too early to tell 
who was responsible for the 
shootings, the latest in a series 
of mass killings throughout the 
country.
 
But many residents said the 
killings were in retaliation for 
the murder of four policemen 
in the 
same area four days ago. 
Those deaths were blamed on 
drug 
traffickers  in the slum. 
Witnesses said dozens of 
hooded men invaded the 
Vigario Geral slum around mid-
night. They set fire 
to vendors' 





"We were sleeping in bed 
and heard a noise of 
somebody
 
trying the door," recalled 
Angela dos Santos Ferreira, 41, 
whose 
husband was killed. 
"My
 husband went to see, 
and I heard 
the  shots. I've been 
hearing them ever since. 
I 
found
 him on the floor, his 
body
 covered with blood." 
Bodies 
lay  in the street Mon-
day morning as residents 
blocked the slum's main
 street 
with tires and tree




that tried to pass 
the barriers were 
pelted with 
stones
 and forced 
to retreat. 
Col. Celso Pinto
 of Rio's 9th 
state police 
battalion  visited the 
shantytown 
and was received 









 de Souza, 
accused police of the 
massacre,  
saying
 it was apparently
 in retal-
iation for the murder of four 
colleagues




A drug trafficking gang based 
in the shantytown was believed 
to
 have ordered Saturday's 
killings. Faria said the traffickers 
might have been responsible 




"Everybody knows it was the 
police," said 16-year -old Rosan-
gela dos Lemos, who lives in the 
slum. "We who live in a poor 
part of the city depend on the 
bandits for our welfare. The 
police here are enemies." 
"When there's a massacre, 
everyone blames the police," 
answered Francisco Duraes, a 
Rio city councilman and state 
police colonel. "It's an urban 
war out there." 
Neo-Nazis  blamed 
for
 fire and injury 
BONN, Germany (AP) - 
Police 
blamed  neo-Nazis for a 
fire 
Monday  that destroyed an 
Afghan storeowner's home and 
seriously injured him. 
Black swastikas and anti -for-
eigner slogans were found 
smeared on an outside wall of 
the burned -out house in Idar-
Oberstein, north of the western 
German city of Trier. 
A 40-year -old Afghan immi-
grant who runs a street -level 
store and lives in the two-story 
building suffered serious 
injuries in the early morning 
blaze, Trier
 police said. 
Extremists have carried out 
more than 1,000 
acts
 of violence 
this year, mostly against foreign-
ers. At least seven people have 
been killed in the attacks. 
Authorities
 have banned four 
neo-Nazi groups, hounded vio-
lence -prone "skinheads," and 
sent 
federal
 agents to infiltrate 
the ranks of 
extremists.  But the 














 available. 80% 
require no GPA 
or have no income 
limitations.
 
Call or write: Unique 
Service Co. P.O. 









Membership open exclusively 
to SJSU 









Loans  $ Personal  Loans $ 
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $ 





48 S. 7th Street,





 for more info: 
1408)947-7273.  
WRMNG, RESEARCH, EDITING. 








 M.A. local college 
exp. Each 




















 2-8 pm. 
Recorded 
info 24 hours/day. 10% 
of net








Inron+ ation SeNices. 
NEED 


























Theses. Term Papers. Nursing & 
Group Projects. Resumes. Letters. 
Manuscnpts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1. 






















service. To avoid disappointment. 





 :8am-8an). plus 
Save Addtional 10% Per Relernd1 
  I HATE TO TYPEI 
If 
this  got your attention, 
give  
your-
self a break. Let
 
me do it for 
you! 
Pick
 up and delivery - $1.00 




































 printing. Also edit 
disks)
 
Resume/cover  letter 
preparation
 






Print  your' ad here.
 Line is 30 spaces, 
including  letters, numbers, 
punctuation & spaces 
between  words 
ODEDOODEL_Il
 






























the fifth day, rate Increases
 by $1 per day. 
First line (25 spaces) 
in bold no extra of charge 
Up to 5 
additional  words 
available















C4, & Siete 
Phme
 











 or money order to 
Spartan  Deily Classifieds 
San Jose State 
University,  
San Jose, CA., 
95192.01411  
IN Classified desk is located 
in
 Dwight Bentel Hall Roorn 209 
 Deadline Two 
days before publication  All ads are prepad 
IN Consecutive
 publications dates only  No refunds on cancelled ads 
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Richard Hobbs, director of Catholic 
Charities, speaks on 
behalf  of immigrants at 
a 
protest  at Third Street between San Car-
los 





 to liov. Wilson's plan to 
refuse health care and citizenship to chil-
dren born of illegal immigrants on Ameri-
can soil. He called on the 
protesters and 
the opposing
 anti -immigration protesters to 
stop using illegal immigrants
 as scapegoats. 
RIGHT: Ken 
Record,  left, and Eddie Pugh 
argue about Gov. 
Wilson's immigration 
plan at the protest 
which was organized by 
the Network
 for Immigrants' and Refugees' 




















 of illness, 
his family 
defended 























apartment  at the
 




Seat ches conducted 
earlier 
this month  at 









 Times has quoted unidenti-
fied police 
sources








 resort when he 
comes to 
Las Vegas and last used 
the suite the last week of July. At 
other  times, the 3,500
-square -
foot suite is rented 
to other casi-
no customers for $1,250 a night. 
Jackson's private investigator
 
has said a Beverly Hills
 dentist 
accused the
 entertainer of 
molesting the man's 
teen-age  
son and demanded $20 
million  
to keep 




about to go on stage 
Monday 
when he 
fell ill as a packed stadi-
um crowd anxiously waited 
nearby.  
The audience was told to 
keep their tickets and that he 
would 
appear  Wednesday night. 
It 
was  the third time in a week 
that poor health was cited for 
postponement of 
a concert. 
Jackson twice postponed perfor-
mances in Thailand, the first city 
on the latest leg 




 imagine how he 
feels. How
 would you 














weekend  to 
comfort 
Jackson 










 shy person,  
she  told the 







 will be vindi-
cated." 
In 






"I'd like to let the 
world know 
that I'm behind my son and 
don't believe any of this stuff 
that's being 
written  about him," 
Jackson's mother, Katherine, 
said at a news conference origi-
nally called to promote a Jack -
soli family TV special. 




brothers  Jermaine 




sister LaToya, who 
is estranged 
from the family,
 and his sister 
Janet, who was 
reported
 to have 
flown to Singapore 
last
 week to 
be with her brother. 
Jermaine 




to visit the pop superstar at 
some point during his world 
Ve wish to state our collec-
tive, unequivocal belief that 
Michael has been made a victim 
in a cruel, obvious attempt to 
take advantage of his fame and 
success," he said, reading from a 
statement. 
Young admirers came for-
ward 
last week in Jackson's 
defense.  
They said they had visited 
Jackson's homes and slept with 












your assistance in creat-
ing this semester's 
SPARTAN  DAILY. Mil 
us 
what  you think 
about
 our previous 
efforts 
so
 we can publish the best 
news-
paper for you. 
The 
SPARTAN  DAILY Staff 
O Personal information: 
J Male 
U Female 




















 which stories you'd read 












of local rock 
band 
J 































 What sections do you read the most in the 
Spartan
 Daily. 
LJI Front Page 
news
 U Features 
 Spartaguide
 U Etc.  Magazine 
Forum 
& Opinion 
U Sports  
CI World Events 
0 Which areas
 of campus deserve more (M) 
or 
less  (L) coverage?












 Greek System U 
Housing/Parking  




We need your feedback























 in the 
Student
 Union Info Desk. 
Please answer the questions below 
and hand them into 
the SPARTAN DAILY 
offices at Dwight Bentel Hall
 209 or in 
the Student Union Info Desk as soon as 
possible.
 We appreciate your help. 
The SPARTAN 
DAILY  Staff 
0 
Do you have any other 
ideas  for improving the 
SPARTAN 
DAILY.
 Be as 
specific  as possible. 
0 
Do








 or around campus
 or who have over-
come  personal 
obstacles.
 Let us know 
who  and 
give a 
number to contact
 them or you. 
Thank You For Your Help! 
j 
h.. 
